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I am a passionate UX Designer with a 
background in Product Strategy. With over 
two years experience as a Product Manager, 
I am skilled in business modelling, agile 
project management and taking a strong 
ownership of the products.

Another major project function I enjoy is UX 
research. My empathy for users and creative 
design thinking have always allowed me 
to bring new knowledge and ideas to any 
team.

My tertiary background in IT and Engineer-
ing helps me understand business needs 
from a technical perspective. I also believe 
that my work experience in China gives me 
a global strategic perspective.

I am currently freelancing as a UX Designer 
and in 2018 I attended and received a 
certification as a ‘User Experience Designer’ 
from General Assembly in Melbourne. I’m 
always interested in seeking my next chal-
lenge that will allow me to utilise my UX 
skills.

WHY ME

UX EXPERIENCE

NOV 2017 - FEB 2018

Whilst studying at General Assembly I was able to work on three unique 
projects. I strongly believe that these project gave me an insight into the 
direction of UX design within Australia.
1. Strategic Planning with Movember
This project involved working with Movember to help create awareness 
about men’s mental health through gaming platforms.
- Conducted research and facilitated interviews
- Generated strategy proposal and service blueprint
This project enabled our client to consider expanding its communication 
delivery channels to generate more interest and awareness in men’s mental 
health issues.

2. Desktop UX Design with IKEA
This project allowed us to develop an innovative model for IKEA.
- We focused on the ecommerce experience for IKEA website, enabling 
cus¬tomers to search, browse, purchase and get inspirations
- Wireframing and iteratively usability testing on digital prototypes

3. Mobile App UI Design
I was tasked to design an APP, which would provide an online marketplace 
experience, enabling users to outsource and purchase tasks.
- Conducted interview & contextual inquiries
- Showcased the features of APP through visually appealing video
- Created UI and presented to clients

UX DESIGNER COURSE:  @ General Assembly

Melbourne, VIC

AUG 2018 - PRESENT

After making the move to Canberra, I searched for opportunities to network 
and collaborate with established UX designers. Through my connections 
I was able to consult and provide professional advice on Canberra based 
projects.

Some of my roles and responsibilities included:
- Consulting work with Canberra based IT firm ASURA. I reviewed and 
presented proposed amendments to enhance the user experience design 
aspects of their new website.
- Collaborating with another local UX designer in IDEO course, we analysed 
the service design of Transport Canberra and presented recommendations 
to improve their service model.
- Participating in workshop, I conducted research and contributed an article 
regarding to co-design and public problem solving.

USER EXPERIENCE DESIGNER:  @ Narlga

Canberra, ACT

EDUCATION

2017 - 2018

User Experience Design Immersive - General Assembly

Melbourne,  VIC

2009 - 2013

Bachelor of Electronic Engineering - Beijing University of Posts and Telecom,.

Beijing, CN

SKILLS

2013 - 2015 

Master of Information Systems - The University of Melbourne

Melbourne,  VIC

MAY  2016 - MAR 2017

I was presented with an opportunity to develop a mobile application for a 
Chinese financial institution. Your Credit wanted an easier way for customers 
to make repayments on their outstanding loans. As the Product Manager I 
worked alongside designers and developers and produced Your Credit’s first 
fully functional APP.

Within this team my roles and responsibilities included:
- Liaising with senior management to ensure that their product vision was 
achieved
- Running daily scrum meetings with the project team
- Conducting user research and providing reports to senior management
- Designing wireframes iteratively for each function of the APP
- The final design and launch of the APP
- Monitoring and analysing KPI: GMV, conversion rate, repayment rate
 
Our team was able to increase the repayment rate from 60% to 89% in six 
months by implementing an overdue receivables management system and 
improving the interaction design of repayment.

PRODUCT MANAGER:  @ Your Credit
Beijing, CN

TOOLS

yinzeng.ux@gmail.com

0490789600

http:// linkedin.com/zengyin

Portfolio:
yinzeng.me

Photoshop

Illustrator

Dreamweaver

Sketch

Invision

Axure

Figma

Agile Management

HTML & CSS

Service Design

Product Strategy

User Research

Prototyping

UI Design

From time to time I like contributing articles 
to UX Collective, a website focused on UX 
projects. One of my articles was featured 
and received over 13k views and 1.3k reac-
tions. This article was also translated and 
published on Japanese UX websites.

Article:
UX Case Study: reimagine the ecommerce 
experience for IKEA

Visit at:
yinzeng.me/ikea

WHAT ELSE I WILL BRING



UX EXPERIENCE (CONTINUED)

AUG 2014 - NOV 2014

Whilst undertaking my Masters in Information Systems I worked with UX 
Designers to design an APP used for the purpose of organising & matching 
clothes.

As part of the project I conducted interviews, created customer personas, 
storyboards and prototypes. The final product was presented to Interaction 
Design Lab with accompanying cognitive walkthroughs and usability test-
ing.

UX RESEARCHER:  @ Interaction Design Lab of Melbourne 

Melbourne, VIC

DEC 2015 - MAY 2016

As product manager at Meili Finance I worked with an agile team to de-
velop an online investment APP. As part of the development process my 
roles and responsibilities included:
- Conducting interviews and generating a set of mental models of investors
- Designing wireframes iteratively to showcase the interaction design
- Communicating product features via various documents and distributed 
to related DEV, UI and QA, etc.

By segmenting features into developer tasks and tracking the progress we 
were able to effectively monitor and analyse key data such as user growth 
rate and user activity.

Our innovative design led to an increase in daily active users and brought 
in an average of $40,000 investment per day in one month. Through the 
implementation of an ‘Invite Your Friend’ function we increased the user 
growth from 6% to 10% in just three months.

PRODUCT MANAGER: @ Meili Finance

Beijing, CN

SUPERPOWERS

Interpreting (Madarin - English)
Certified by NAATI paraprofesstional 

Blogger 
Writer of UX Collective (uxdesign.cc)

Electronic Engineering
Certified by Engineering Australia

Scuba Diving
Certified by PADI Open Water

Youtuber
Youtube: Canberra Food Adventure

Photography & Modelling
Visit yinzeng.me for more!

SEP 2012 - FEB 2013

Whilst I was an intern at the search engine giant Baidu, I worked on the de-
sign and creation of an information architecture for a video search engine 
(similar to Nextflix).

This project provided me with an insight into data analytics as I was tasked 
with the evaluation of user data gained through Google Analysis in order to 
discover the top search queries.

PRODUCT DESIGNER INTERN:  @ Baidu

Beijing, CN

NOV 2013 - FEB 2014

During a three month internship with social networking giant Tencent, I was 
tasked with the analysis of user behaviour and feedback of a social network-
ing application similar to Instagram.

I was able to utilise my skills and provide revisions to the flow of the system 
and improved the user interface by iteratively designing mockups. These 
changes allowed Tencent’s application to utilise trending terms and retain 
high user rates.

PRODUCT DESIGNER INTERN:  @ Tencent
Beijing, CN

OTHER EXPERIENCE 
JAN 2015 - MAR 2015

TravelSky is the dominant provider of information technology solutions for 
China’s aviation and travel industry. I helped them to launch a Sydney office 
in 2015. My work included:
- Customised market entry strategy for Australia
- Leveraged personal and company network to connect with potential clients
- Provided troubleshooting support to clients associated with the air ticket-
ing system

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION INTERN:  @ TravelSky Sydney

Sydney, NSW

NOV 2014 - JAN 2015

Worked in the Media Team which aims to grow social media presence.
- Developed engaging content for daily posts to enlighten audiences 
- Promoted brand-focused messages
- Generated weekly & monthly social media analytic reports to monitor 
engagement and reach
- Increased followers to 30,000+ (was 3,000) and average visits to 1000+ per 
post in 2 months

SOCIAL MEDIA INTERN: @ Ostar International Media Group
Melbourne VIC

LANGUAGES

English

Mandarin

2016  - Melbourne, VIC    
Deloitte Female Mentoring Program

2016   - Melbourne, VIC
ThoughtWorks Mentoring Program

2015 - Sydney, NSW
Golden Koala Chinese Film Festival 

2014- Melbourne, VIC                      
Melbourne Marathon 

2014  - Melbourne, VIC                     
University of Melbourne Open Day

2013  - Beijing, China                     
Pre-briefing for Melbourne uni freshmen

MENTOR & VOLUNTEER

UX Designer

yinzeng.ux@gmail.com

0490789600

http:// linkedin.com/zengyin

Portfolio:
yinzeng.me
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